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While BBNs are used to study results from deliberative participatory questionnaires linked to GIS

the model to better fit the experts expectations.

rules capture expert knowledge, laymans knowledge and preferences. QUICKScan shows regional
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 Three layered architecture: 
, 
 and 
depicting the integration of GIS and Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) via the standardized 
.



standardized way. The graphical editor for BBNs is displayed in Figure 2.
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During BBN development the question arose how the EI result map by applying BBNs would differ



alternatives 
 and 
 the areal distribution is almost
exactly the same. However, the spatial pattern is different. Where 
 tends to cluster
categories, 
 is shows a more scattered image.
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The EI map from 
tribution. The alternative 
makers. The alternative 


 does not correctly represent the underlying probability
 does, but will create a different
 does not have these problems as it ignores probabilities.



(regional) summary graphs, the notions of 

 and indicator



